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although whether they intend to varies.  When two students revise together by taking turns in devising test 

questions that the other must try to answer, they put in equal work and end up learning similar content. 

When two people discuss a concept, they certainly put in similar time and effort, but the research evidence 

(Miyake, 1986;  Howe, Tolmie, & Rogers, 1992) shows they typically take away rather different 

understandings even though both benefit a lot.  This means the previously more advanced learner learns 

from the process even though the other "had" nothing to teach them.  When you look up an entry in 

Wikipedia, or see how much work another student has done, or which books they have taken out of the 

library, you benefit even though they didn't intend that you personally would benefit, nor have you in any 

way helped them.  But we can say that you have benefitted from community. 

 

The important ways in which other people can help learning may be categorised in three ways by:  whether 

the help is intentional or not, whether the provider has a personal relationship with the learner or not in the 

specific sense of the provider adjusting what they do in response to the learner i.e. whether it is contingent, 

and by whether it is reciprocal i.e. the interaction has approximately equal learning benefits for both or not 

(peer vs. teacher).  These three binary categories in reality have intermediate or mixed instances as well, but 

the main point here is to illustrate how extensively other people may be important to learning even though 

unintentionally, with no special expertise, or no special relationship with the learner.  The table below shows 

examples for all eight of the combinations of these three categories.  Additionally, "+" marks a fourth binary 

categorisation of whether the learner is proactive, taking the initiative in organising or arranging for the 

activity.  A fifth binary categorisation, not systematically marked and developed here but implicitly varying 

among the examples, is between help at the basic content level of concepts to be learned, and help with the 

management level of deciding on what learning activities to perform. 

  
 

Learners benefit from others with and without special expertise, intention, or being personally known  

+ indicates an activity initiated by the learner (proactive-ness)  

Helper's expertise 
Intention 

to teach 

Personal relationship 

(contingent action) 
Not personal 

Intended 

Teacher monitoring, 

Scaffolding of procedural skills 

+ Ask a tutor 

Lecturing, 

Writing a textbook, 

+ Asking an expert 
Unequal, staff, 

benefit not 

reciprocal 
Unintended 

Role model (using a teacher as), 

(+) Imitating or observing someone 

more knowledgable whom you know 

+ Eavesdropping on strangers, 

Using a celebrity or hero as a role 

model, 

+ Studying the career of a 

politician to gain similar success  

Intended 

+ Alternating roles e.g. testing each 

other, student reciprocal critiquing, 

The same but imposed by staff  

Wikipedia, 

Anonymised versions of student 

reciprocal critiquing, 

+ Posting a question to a forum 

Equal, peer, 

reciprocal benefit 

Unintended 

Peer discussion, 

+ Borrowing lecture notes, 

+ Spying on, imitating, or observing a 

classmate you know 

Anonymous peer review, 

+ Comparing your marks or 

actions to the class norm, 

+ Listening to classmates' 

questions and comments, 

+ Mutual help with the process 

e.g. ask where the classroom is. 

 

 

 


